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ON THE FINAL SET OF A REAL ENTIRE FUNCTION
OF EXPONENTIAL TYPE

MURALI RAO AND LI-CHIEN SHEN

ABSTRACT. In this paper we have constructed a real entire function of expo-

nential type which is bounded on the real axis such that the entire real axis

belongs to its final set.

1. Introduction. Following Pólya, the final set of an entire function / is the

set of accumulation points of the set

{z; f(n)(z) = 0 for some n > 0}.

We say that an entire function f(z) is real if it takes real values for real z, or

what is the same, the coefficients of its Maclaurin series are all real.

In his well-known address presented to the American Mathematical Society, April

3, 1942, Pólya asserted that [1, p. 181]:

"For certain entire functions of order 1, as, for example, for

f(z) — sinz

the differentiation does not change essentially the density of the distribution of the

zeros."

In view of the above general assertion of Pólya, the following conjecture seems

plausible.

HYPOTHETICAL THEOREM. Let f be a real entire function of order one, expo-

nential type p, and bounded on the real axis. Then the final set of f is an equally

spaced infinite set on the real axis.

(The spacing between any two adjacent points is Tf/2p.)

Recently, C. Prather [3] published a theorem which confirms the Hypothetical

Theorem. However, his proof contains an error. To be precise, we point out where

this error occurs. On p. 367, he stated in the last paragraph

"For case (b) where r = A, we argue as follows. When strict inequality holds in

(3.4), for all m = 1,2,3,..., the preceding argument applies to establish the result."

The above statement is not a valid one; since to establish the crucial (3.8) of [3,

p. 367], it is absolutely essential that r < X. In fact, the error is serious; since,

in this note, we have constructed a counterexample which disproves the above

Hypothetical Theorem.

The main purpose of this paper is to prove the following theorem.
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THEOREM 1. There exists a real entire function of exponential type and bounded

on the real axis such that the whole real axis belongs to its final set.

It must be pointed out here that Theorem 1 does not contradict Pólya's assertion,

for Pólya only stated that "the density" of the distribution of the zeros of f^n> does

not change essentially. The reader will notice that in our constructed function F,

the spacing of the zeros of a subsequence of {F^'} does converge to 7r/2, but the

zeros are "drifting" around the real axis to fill up the entire real axis.

The function F to be constructed is of the form

F(z) =  /   cos ztdX(t) + /   sin ztdt,
Jo Jo

where the finite positive measure A is to be constructed in §2.   All the needed

lemmas are stated in §3 and Theorem 1 is proved in §4.

2. Construction of the measure A. Let {bj} be a countable set dense in

[0, oo). Let the sequence {n3 }fLi of positive even integers be chosen inductively as

follows: ni = 2. For each nj, choose rij+x sufficiently large so that:

(a) zij + i > nj,

(b) nj+i > njbj+x(j + l)2, and

(c) n(2-1/n')n < 1/J for all n > nj+i.

Then, for each j, define tj = 2~xlni. Then (c) gives

(d) nVf < 1/j for n > rij+x.
We also note that

(e) Ç = 1/2.
We now define the finite positive measure A on all Borel subsets of [0,1] as

follows.

(2.1) X({tJ}) = bJ/nJ    and   A([0,1] - {tj-.j = 1,2,...}) = 0.

Clearly, from (b), A is a finite measure. Moreover, from (2.1),

r1 °° h
(2.2) /   *ndA(x) = ££*?•

JO j=i no

We now prove the following crucial property of A.

LEMMA 1.
f1 b

n¿ /   xn' dX — -1  —* 0   as i —► oo.
Jo 2

PROOF. Write the right-hand side of (2.2) as the sum of Ii, I2, and Í3, where,

for i > 2,
, i— 1    , OO .

2«. 3tí nj 1 .^ n3 *

Using (c) and the fact that í¿_i > tj for j = 1,2,... ,i — 2, we have

nj2 = V-L. < V-— < V   ]
o=: jmi j = i nJ z
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From (b), we see that the last sum is bounded by

H'-m-
which tends to 0 as i —> oo.

Since tj < 1, (b) implies that
oo , oo ,

V2
j=t+l    "J j=i+X-

0
n3 ,".J

as i —» oo.

3. Some basic lemmas.  Let i/bea positive Borel measure with support [a, 1]

for some 0 < a < 1. Define

an=       tn du,

Jo
n = 0,1,2,....

Jo

LEMMA  2.
1     f1

—       tn(l -1) du -* 0   asrz^oo.
an Jo

PROOF. For any £ > 0, choose uo and iti such that

(3.1) a < uo < ui < 1    and    1 — tto < s/2.

Clearly, from (3.1),
/■l ftio /•!

(3.2) /   tn(l-t)du=        tn(l-t)du+       tn(l-t)du
Jo Jo Ju0

< aQUQ + ean/2,

(3.3) an>       tndu> unm,

J U\

where m = f    du (> 0).
Now we choose N so that

(3.4) (ao/m)(uo/ui)n < e/2    for n > N.

From (3.2), (3.3), and (3.4), we have

— f  tn(l -t)du< — (aouo1 + ane/2)
an Jo an

< (ao/m)(u0/ui)n + e/2

<£,

for all n > N. This completes the proof.

LEMMA 3.   Let f(t) be either cost or sint.  Then

— f  tnf(tz)du^ f(z)
an Jo

uniformly aszi->oo for z in a compact set.

PROOF.    This lemma follows immediately from Lemma 2 and the fact that

f(zt) = f(z) + 0(1 — t) for z in a compact set and t in [0,1].
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4. Proof of Theorem 1. Define

F(z) = /   cos ztdX + I   sin zt dt,
Jo Jo

where the measure A is the one that we constructed in §2. Then F is a real entire

function of exponential type (in fact, its type is equal to 1) and F is bounded on

the real axis.

Since differentiation under the integral is justified, we clearly have

Fi2n)(z) = (-l)n( Í  t2n cos zt dX + í  í2nsinzídíj.

Hence, using the notation of Lemma 2 with u = X,

(4.1) (-l)n(2n + l)F(-2n\z) = (2n+l)a2n- /   t2ncosztdX
a2n Jo

+ (2n-|-l) /   t2n sin zt dt.
Jo

From Lemma 1, we see that for any r in [0, oo) we can select a subsequence {k3}

from the original sequence {nj} such that

(4.2) (kj + l)akj -» r    as j -> oo.

We remind the reader that the kj are even.

By application of Lemma 3 to A and to Lebesgue measure and by using (4.1)

and (4.2), we obtain

(4.3) (-l)k'/2(k3 + l)F^\z) ^rcosz + sinz= (r2 + 1)1/2sin(z + 6(t))

as j —► oo, uniformly for z in a compact set; where

(4.4) sinö(r) = r/(r2 + l)1/2    and    0 < 6(t) < rr/2.

Similarly, we have

(4.5) (-l)k'/2(kj + l)F^+1)(z) -» (r2 + l)1/2cos(2 + 0(r)).

By Hurwitz's theorem [2, p. 143], (4.3) and (4.5) imply that each zero of

sin(2 + 9(t)) or cos(2 + 0(t)) is the limit of zeros of F^kj' or F(fc¿ + 1) and therefore

belongs to the final set of F. Hence all the points {n7i/2 — ̂ (t)}^^^ lie in the

final set of F. Since r can be any value in [0, oo), we see that (4.4) implies that

{6»(r):0<r<oo} = [0,tt/2).

It is now clear that the whole real axis is contained in the final set of F. This ends

the proof of Theorem 1.
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